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GAME DESCRIPTION

Step into the enchanted and magical forest of fortune! Forest Fortune is a 5x5 cluster based 
slot loaded with wilds and multipliers! The maximum win in this game is 5,000 times your 
bet!
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FEATURES

SPREADING WILDS

Every time a WILD symbol lands on a reel in the base game, the wind feature is 
triggered. The wind will blow in a random direction and all WILD symbols on 
the grid will spread in that direction. The WILD symbols will spread the same 
number of positions as there are WILD symbols on the grid, within the limits of 
the available space on the grid. The WILD symbol substitutes for all paying 
symbols.

Example: A grid contains two WILD symbols. The gust of wind is to the left, so 
both WILD symbols spread twice to the left leaving 6 WILDs on the grid.

If you fill the entire grid with WILD symbols you will be awarded a win of 1,000 
times your bet!

FREE SPINS

Activated by landing 3 FS symbols!

Each reel has a multiplier and a progress bar above it. At the end of the free 
spin feature, the total win will equal the current bet times the total of all 
multipliers.

The blue Butterfly symbol will add the revealed multiplier value to the multiplier 
total of the reel where they land. The possible revealed multiplier values are 1x, 
2x, 5x, 10x, 25x, 50x, 100x.

The green Butterfly symbol will multiply the multiplier total of the reel where 
they land with the revealed multiplier value. The possible revealed multiplier 
values are x2, x3, x5, x10, x25, x50.

The Bumblebee symbol adds one step to the progress bar above the reel 
where they land. If all progress bars fill up, the max win of 5000x is instantly 
awarded!

The Tornado symbol affects all symbols that have landed on the reels in that 
spin so that their values are added to all reels. This applies to both Butterfly 
and Bumblebee symbols.

These symbols are non-winning during the bonus:
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GAME DATA

Game name: Forest Fortune
Volatility: 3 of 5

Max feature win: €500,000 (5,000x) or equivalent for other currencies (based on a €100 bet)

How to win: Cluster; 5 symbols to win

Bet levels: €0.1, €0.2, €0.4, €0.6, €0.8, €1, €1.2, €1.4, €1.6, €1.8, €2, €3, €4, €5, €6, €7, €8, 
€9, €10, €15, €20, €25, €30, €40, €50, €75, €100

Progressive jackpot game: No

Game ID RTP Hit frequency
Free Spins

bonus buy RTP

1185 96.31% 37.00% 96.35%

1186 94.37% 36.73% 94.37%

1187 92.35% 36.59% 92.23%

1188 88.29% 35.67% -

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers
1366 x 768
16:9

Technology and compatibility
WebGL support:
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC 
Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4
Web Audio API support: Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome 
Android 64, UC Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4

Language and currency support
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account
Manager for the latest document with all details.
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Mobile view

Tablet view

Desktop view
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Thank you!

For more information, please contact us.
info@hacksawgaming.com
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